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IJOGA]tlTHMIC  COMPUTATIONS.

PROFESSOIt  H.  A.  HOWE.`

It is assumed that the reader is   familiar with the  ordin&-
ry principles  of logarithnis   &s   developed   in   college   text-
books:  special attention is called to the subjects ol. negtltive
characteristics, involution, evolution and  the  signs  of  the
trigonometrio functions in different  quadrants.    He is also
Supposed to be able to use common  logarithmic  tables  and
to get interpolated values of  functions from  thein.

We purpose to explai]l the Construction and  use Of tables
containing  addition and subtraction logarithm§,  (frequent.
ly called Gaussian logarithms or Zech), and also to describe
Certain habits Of  work by which practical computers   facil-
itate their labor and guard  against errors.

I.  ADDITION  AND  suiiTRACTloN  roGARiTHHs.

If we have a given variable, log ff,   wo  can  make a table
whose argulnent is log a!. while the  corresponding function

is  log(1 + :~).    Zech's   addition    table,   (named   &fterjts

computer) is snch a table.    In a  seven-place Zech table the
argument extends from 0.0000 to  6.0900,  and  the  functioii
front o.3010300 to o.0000001.                                       ,

Suppose that log a and log a, whieh i8 8malter than log ¢,
are  given  and  we  wish  to  find log (a + b).    Subtracting

log a from log a we  got log :r.  With this as  an  argument,

enteringtheadditiontab]ewege"hefunctionlog(1+£)

which equals log (¢+a).   If this  function  be  now  added
to log a we evidently get log (a + a).    Hence we derive the
following rule :

Sihiraat the 8mal;let  logarithm from the  two.ger..   with  the
reailisoindeT ae an  argurnend   take  the  corre8pending ,junctomb
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froir. i,}ie ttddition table; edl  this function  to  the  larger  to-
garit'"n.

log tl                     0.4263435
Zech                    0. 0307889
log b                     9.2924389

tog#                     1.i339Oac        .

log (a + 6)         0.4571324
In the subtraction  table  opposite  tlo  argument  log a; is

found the function log {]+).    Hence if the argument is
ae

log# the ftinction will be log(=b), which Subtracted from
log a will give log (a! -a).

The process then is the same as in  addition,  except  that
the function is 8e4bfm!Ofeof  from   the  larger  logarithm.    In

Zech's 8ubt.raction table when  log g-exceeds  0.30299,   i+,  is

to be Sought among  the  functions  and   the  corresponding
argument is to be subtracted from log a.    Some  specia)  ca-
ses deserve notice.

1st case.    Tf b (the Smaller)   be  negative  and  c8   be  posi-
tive, log (ai + 8) iB found by the subtraction  table,  and  log
(a - G) by  the addition table;  a + a .and a - &  are  both
positive.

2nd case.    If a be negative  and  d  positive.   log  (a + b)
i8 'found by the subtraction table. and log (a - 6) try the 8d~
dition t&b]e; a + b and ¢ - ® are both negative.

3rd case,    If a and a are  both  negative,  log  (a + ®)  i8
found by the addition table and log (a - a) by the 8ubtrae-
tion table; a + a and a - a are both negative.

4th case.    If log (d -  a) is required, it may be easily ob-
tained from log (a - a).

11.  HIN"  oH SEVEN.pLAaE I,oGAnlTHHs.

Let it be required to find the mantissa  of the  logarithm
of 2.749648.    Hrst fix the number in the  mind, by repeat-
ing it thus, "twenty.seven, fort.v-nine " (peuse) "Six. forty.
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eight."    To be a Successful and  rapid  computer  one  must
be able to graspseven figures at a glance.    Find  in  the  ta-
ble the  mantissa of 27496.    Place  the  index  finger  of the
let.t hand directly i]nder the mantissa which is .4392695,  and
meiLtally find the difference between this and the next man-
tissa (.4392853).    This difference is ]58:  by  the  aid  of the
table of proportional parts multiply 158 by 0.48 and add the
product  to  the  proper  mantissa;  obtaining   in  this  case
.4392771 which may now be written down  on  the  comput-
ing sheet.    The different op8ratious above mentioned are  to
be perforined meLitall.v, nothi)ig being written  down except
the  final  value  of I,he   mantis§a:  if  the  computer  is  not
quick at figures the subsidiary calcul&tionsRmay be made on
a Spare sheet of paper,  but never on  the  computing  sheet.
To test the accuracy of. the  interpolation,  the  tabular dif-
ference, 158, may be multiplied by 0.52 (which i81 -0.48)
and the product subtracted from the mantissa of 27497.  In
getting the logarithms of trigononietrio functions the  same
general principles shoi]ld be observed.

In using proportional parts the mind Should be trained to
picture for itself  the  partial  products,  one  under  another
and then to add them.

in.     AOcuRAoy oF iRTERpOLATED  FUHOTIONs.

If a  seven.place  logarithm  be  given  the  corresponding
number  is  tlsually  carried   to    seven  significant  figures;
with Big-place logarithms, it is carried to Six figures,  eta.

If an angle be obtained from the logarithm of its tangent.
with seven-p]&ce  ]ogarithms,  huridredths  of a  second  are
used, with Six places, tenths of a second eto.:  in fonr place
computations tenths of a minute are employed, or only min-
utes if no great accuracy i8 desired.

From different ]og&rithm tables we get the  following  re-
sults for 4:

log tan J4
9.6±38543
9.643854
9.64385
9.6439
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It is ®,vedent that four-place logarithms do not give tenths
of a, minute accurately.

IV.      HEGATIVE  NUMBERS.

If the logarithm nf a negative nuimber is requir.ed we get
the   logarithm  of the  corresponding  positive  number and
write the lettor"  directly after  it.    Thus,   if the  nnlnber
be -2.6435,  its   logarithm    would  be  written  0.42218".
The latter % does not indicate  that  the  logarithm  is  nega-
tive but that the corresponding number is negative.

Skilled  computers  usually   add 10  to  all  negative  char.
acteristie8; it i8easy from the condi€ion8 of the problem to de-
termine whether a chat'acteri8tic  of 7,  for  insttLnce, repre-
sents -3 or not.    In  adding  two  logarithms whose  char.
acteristic8 have thus been increased, 10  is  Subtracted from
the sam.    Thus 7.234 added to 9.685 equals  6.919, 7 stand.
ingfor-3,  9  for-1,  and  6  for-4.   In  subtracting
9.685 from 7.234, 10 is added  to  the  minuend  and  the  re-
mainder i8 7.549.    Also 9.685 minus 7.234 equals2.451.  Be.
fore dividing Such a logarithm by 2 (in finding the square root
Of a decimal number) 10 i8 nddedto it.    Thus 9.685 divided
by 2 equals 9.842.    Before dividing by 3, 20in added.

Number.
0.064758

to._06±7Tgi
3

(0.ee4758ys
(0.064758P

Logarithm.
8.81130
9 40565

9.cO377
7.62260
6.433sO

v. HIN"  oN  ADDlmoH,  RIG.
In adding or 8'ubtracting two log&rithms the process Should

be perfortned from left to right, the  numbers being divided
mentany into groups conrfuing two or three figuma each.

0.467489
0.848356

0.715845
Tlm8 46 and 24 give 70, but  a  glance  8t  the  8u¢ceeding

figures 7 and 8 Shows that a unit i8 to be  c8rfed:  honce we
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write 71.  74 and 83 give 157, but again a   unit  is  to be ¢ar-
ITied find 58 is written.     The addition of $9 and56gives t,he
figures 4.5.

An expert  computer  can  add  the  two  lqgarithnt8given
above morerai]idly than he  can write  the result.    Since he
Can   write  more  qnickly   from   let.t   to   right   than   from
right to let.t, he  saves  time  by  adding  from  left  to  right.
The same  order should  be followed  when  miiltiplying  dy a
small number, such as 2, 3 or 5.

VL   M[SCELI,A.REotJS   REHARXS.

Ruled computing sheets are necess&ry for good work.   On
a sheet 9 inches by I.1 let a rectangle  8  by 10  be  ruled  and
divided  by   other  rules  il`to  80  square  inches.    IIet  each
square inch be divided by light  rules into 25 equal  squares.
Two figures can be written in each of the smallest squares.
It is well  to  write out a carefully arranged schedule  of the
work,  before making the comput&tiou.    Time spent in devi8-
ing a Convenient arrangement is dy no means lost, es.cecially
when a number  of computations  are  to  be made with   the
same forniulas.

When a constant logarithm is to be added to a number of
others, it may  be written  near  the  edge  of a small piece of
ijaper and held succegsivel`y over each of  the others.

The computer should sit in  such  a  position   relatively  to
the liglit, that the shadow  of his  hand  will  not  fall  upon
that part of the paper pressed by the  pen.

Mental computations are  frequently more  accurate than
those made on paper, because the attention ;a not distracted
by the necessity of glancing from one written  figure to an.
other.

A computer ought to be  very certain  of the  acouraey  of
each step of the work before proceeding to the  next;  other.
wise his mind is troubled with doubts, and  rapid, enjoyable
work is impossible.    It must be remembered that there can
be no m&rkedsuceess at computing,  without  a  severe  con.
eentration of attention and  a steady  pnxpose  to work  un-
flinchingly.

Vlf .   I.OGIRITH)I-BOOKS.
The  following are Standard works.    If bought unbound,
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they should be  so  bound  that  when   opened  they  will  lie!
open and preent a flat page to the eye.

Seven place:    Schron, Vega, Bruhns.
Six-place:    £remiker.
Five.place+:    Gauss, Gernerth (the fu.ncbions Of angles arm

given at interirals of 10"). Houel, Bremiker  (the  trigonom-
etric  functions ace given for encb hundredth of a degree)

Four.place..,   Bremiker  (the trigonometrie' functions   are`
given for each tenth  Of a  degree),  Muller,  Enoke,   €small).

Addition  and sltiblr8ctich  logarithms are bound  up  with
many books:  perhapsthe best ones  are  those. computed  by
Zeoh,  which are caITied to seven places.

If only a single book is desired,  which  Bh&ll be `Iseful for-
all exceptthe most  refined  Computations,  and which  shall
be a model in convenience Of arrangement, aDd ease of use,
Bermiker's six.place table  is to be recommended.    With  it,
are bound Gaussian logarithms.    An  edition whose preface
and introduction are in English, bears the imprint of Charles
and Edwin lnyton, 150,  Fleet Street London.

ASTRONOMICA L  PHOTOGRAPHY.

pROFEssoR  8.   a.  plcKERINa.

The important part that, photography is  libel.v to play in
the future of astronomy renders it  desirable  that all oppor-
tunit}' Should be afforded to astronomers to  acquaint them-
eelyes   with  the  improvements  continually   made  in  this
branch Of theirscience.    This  could   best   be  done by the
establishment at convenient places  of collections  designed
to exhibit the progress of photography as  applied to astro~
nomical observations.

The  Harvard  college  observatory  has  some  Special  ad-
vantages for  forming  such  a  oolleetion,   since  it  already
possesses  many   of the   early   and  historically  important
8peoimens which would  naturally form part  of  the  series.
Among these may be   mentioned  four  series  of daugerreo-
types and photographs of various celestial  objects  taken in


